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ABSTRACT

Observed long-term variations in summer season timing and length in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) conti-

nents and their subregions were analyzed using temperature-based indices. The climatological mean showed

coastal–inland contrast; summer starts and ends earlier inland than in coastal areas because of differences in heat

capacity. Observations for the past 60 years (1953–2012) show lengthening of the summer season with earlier

summer onset and delayed summer withdrawal across the NH. The summer onset advance contributedmore to the

observed increase in summer season length in many regions than the delay of summer withdrawal. To understand

anthropogenic andnatural contributions to theobserved change, summer season trends fromphase 5of theCoupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) multimodel simulations forced with the observed external forcings [an-

thropogenic plus natural forcing (ALL), natural forcing only (NAT), and greenhouse gas forcing only (GHG)] were

analyzed.ALLandGHGsimulationswere found to reproduce the overall observed global and regional lengthening

trends, but NAT had negligible trends, which implies that increased greenhouse gases were the main cause of the

observed changes.However,ALL runs tend to underestimate the observed trendof summer onset andoverestimate

that ofwithdrawal, the causes of which remain to be determined. Possible contributions ofmultidecadal variabilities,

such as Pacific decadal oscillation and Atlantic multidecadal oscillation, to the observed regional trends in summer

season length were also assessed. The results suggest that multidecadal variability can explain a moderate portion

(about 610%) of the observed trends in summer season length, mainly over the high latitudes.

1. Introduction

The seasonal cycle of Earth’s climate influences the

basic ecosystem functions, agricultural practices, and

environmental–social characteristics of a given region

(Walther et al. 2002; Parmesan 2006). Observed changes

to seasonal cycles under climate change have become an

important topic of interest because of their socioeco-

nomic and ecological impacts (Bertram et al. 2001).

Many researchers have investigated observed changes in

the seasonal cycle in terms of phase and amplitude

(Mann and Park 1996; Wallace and Osborn 2002; Stine

et al. 2009; Dwyer et al. 2012; Qian and Zhang 2015;

Cornes et al. 2017).

Mann and Park (1996) compared the observed

changes in the amplitude and phase of the seasonal cycle

with those from model simulations. They found that

models could reproduce the observed decrease in the

amplitude of the seasonal cycle in the Northern Hemi-

sphere (NH), which was attributed to decreased winter

ice cover caused by greenhouse warming. For changes in

the phase of the seasonal cycle, models predicted a

phase delay with time, in contrast to the phase advance

in the observations, which was suggested to be caused in

part by natural variability. Extending the work of Mann

and Park (1996), Wallace and Osborn (2002) also com-

pared the observed amplitude reduction in the seasonal

cycle with simulated changes and found better agree-

ment of the observations with greenhouse gas forcing

when sulfate aerosol forcing, which has a cooling effect,

was included.

Dwyer et al. (2012) identified latitudinal differences in

model responses, which showed different phase trends

from the observations. Because of sea ice loss, the in-

creased heat capacity on the surface layer induced phase

delay at high latitudes, whereas a small phase delay atCorresponding author: Seung-Ki Min, skmin@postech.ac.kr
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lower latitudes was expected, which is controlled by

surface heat flux changes. Qian and Zhang (2015) ex-

amined regional changes in the amplitude of the annual

cycle of temperatures at mid- to high latitudes over NH

land and detected anthropogenic signals in the ampli-

tude decrease in the annual cycle over many regions.

Recently, analyzing long-term changes throughout the

twentieth century, Cornes et al. (2017) found that ex-

ternal forcings alone cannot explain the observed

change in the annual cycle amplitude, suggesting the

important role of large-scale atmospheric variability.

Changes in the seasonal cycle can also be quantified

by seasonal indicators (e.g., Stine et al. 2009) or through

threshold-crossing statistics (e.g., Christidis et al. 2007;

Qian et al. 2012). Stine et al. (2009) applied a ‘‘seasonal

response index’’ in terms of the lag–gain response be-

tween local insolation and temperature. They found a

phase advance in the annual cycle of surface tempera-

ture, which was partly related to changes in the northern

annular mode. Christidis et al. (2007) examined the

global and regional changes in the growing season length

(GSL) using a temperature-based index. To study

overall changes in GSL and its beginning and ending

days across regions, local thresholds (annual mean

temperatures) were applied at each grid point rather

than using a fixed absolute temperature threshold. They

detected anthropogenic influences on the lengthened

GSL in the NH and Australia associated with earlier

onset of spring rather than later start of winter. The

faster change in spring onset than in winter start was

suggested to be linked to the snow feedback (Groisman

et al. 1994; Cayan et al. 2001).

With global warming, the characteristics of each sea-

son have changed, inducing associated changes in the

characteristics of extreme weather phenomena (Katz

and Brown 1992; Bell et al. 2004). In this context, Peña-
Ortiz et al. (2015) studied changes in summer season

length in Europe, where heatwaves were expected to be

more frequent, persistent, and intensified (Barriopedro

et al. 2011). They examined changes in summer season

length and timing by applying an objective algorithm,

and analyzed the effects of global warming and multi-

decadal variability focusing on the Atlantic multi-

decadal oscillation (AMO). Results showed that the

significant lengthening of European summers was due to

combined influences of the global warming and the

AMO (cf.Wu et al. 2011; Gao et al. 2015). However, few

studies have evaluated the overall observed changes in

summer season length and timing across the entire

extratropical NH.

Building on the findings of previous studies, we have

conducted a systematic analysis of the observed long-

term variations in summer season timing and length over

land of the NH and its subregions during the past

60 years (1953–2012). We first devised an objective al-

gorithm based on the previous GSL studies, which en-

ables one to determine relative measures of summer

onset, withdrawal, and duration at each location. Then,

contributions of anthropogenic and natural factors to

the observed trends in summer season characteristics

were investigated through comparisons withmultimodel

simulations integrated with different external forcings.

Furthermore, we have evaluated the possible contribu-

tions of multidecadal variabilities with a focus on re-

gional trends. This study provides the first quantitative

assessment of the observed changes in summer season

length in the NH.

2. Data and methods

a. Observations and model data

Observations of daily mean temperatures over land in

the NH were obtained from the Hadley Centre’s Global

Historical Climatology Network Daily (HadGHCND;

Caesar et al. 2006) datasets for the period of 1953–2012.

Gridded data of daily maximum and minimum tem-

peratures were provided with a resolution of 3.758
longitude 3 2.58 latitude. We estimated daily mean

temperature as the mean of daily maximum and mini-

mum temperatures before calculating the summer sea-

son indices (see below). The analysis domain includes

extratropical areas north of 23.58N where a distinct an-

nual cycle occurs (cf. Christidis et al. 2007).

Multimodel simulation datasets were obtained from

phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project

(CMIP5) experiments (Taylor et al. 2012), which were

carried out under the observed external forcings. Three

experiments available for the analysis period (1953–

2012) were used to compare with observed results: 1)

natural (solar plus volcanic activities) plus anthropo-

genic (greenhouse gases and aerosols emissions) forcing

runs (hereafter ALL, 24 models) constructed by merg-

ing historical simulations (1953–2005) with future pro-

jections based on the representative concentration

pathways (RCP) 4.5 scenario (2006–12); 2) greenhouse

gas only forcing (hereafter GHG, 6 models); and 3)

natural only forcing (hereafter NAT, 8 models). A list of

the model simulations used in this study is provided

in Table 1. We have evaluated model skills for the

climatology of summer season indices and examined

its possible influence on the summer season expansion

trends (see below).

All model data were interpolated to the same reso-

lution as the observations (hereafter OBS) with the

same spatial data coverage being applied. Note that
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models can have different land sea mask from the ob-

servations, particularly along the coast. When testing

sensitivity to the use of each model’s land mask, main

results based on regional averages remained unaffected

(not shown). For models, daily mean temperatures were

used, which were found to be very similar to averages of

daily maximum and minimum temperatures.

b. Summer season indices

Summer season indices were defined based on a rel-

ative threshold that is applied for each grid, following

the method of Christidis et al. (2007) used for GSL. To

reduce the influence of day-to-day temperature fluctu-

ations, the daily temperature data were first smoothed

by applying a third-degree polynomial for each grid box

where no data were missing for the given year. The

temperature threshold for the summer season was de-

fined as the 75th percentile of temperature values av-

eraged over 1953–2012 (i.e., ‘‘the warmest quarters of

the year’’) (Trenberth 1983). The spatial distribution of

local temperature thresholds in the NH land areas is

shown in Fig. 1b. Clear dependency on latitudes with

lower thresholds for higher latitudes is revealed by the

latitudinal profile of the zonal mean. Summer onset is

defined as the calendar date when the smoothed tem-

perature curve begins to exceed the local temperature

threshold, and summer withdrawal is defined as the date

when the temperature decreases below that threshold.

Summer duration is defined simply as the number of

days from summer onset to summer withdrawal (Fig. 1a).

Hereafter, summer onset, withdrawal and duration are

referred to as ‘‘summer season indices.’’

To verify that our algorithm is reasonable, sensitivity

tests to the use of different threshold criteria and

smoothing methods were conducted. To evaluate the

suitability of local thresholds, we compared the summer

season indices obtained from our algorithm with those

from different percentile thresholds (the 70th and 80th

percentiles) and an absolute threshold of a daily maxi-

mum temperature of 258C [summer day criterion of

Klein Tank and Können (2003)]. The third-degree

polynomial fitting was also compared with those ob-

tained from aButterworth filter and a harmonic function

(cf. Qian et al. 2011). Although actual dates of summer

season can be somewhat different across filtering

methods, both the spatial patterns of the climatology

and the trends of summer season indices were largely

similar between our results and the results using differ-

ent thresholds and filtering methods (not shown), in-

dicating the reasonability of the applied threshold and

fitting method.

c. Attribution analysis

To identify causes of the observed changes in summer

season indices, we estimated contributions of external

forcing and natural variability to the observed trends in

the NH and its subregions. The long-term natural vari-

ability of the ocean may affect the decadal variability of

land temperatures by inducing regime shifts such as the

AMO and Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO). For this

study, the AMO index was calculated as North Atlantic

area mean sea surface temperature anomalies using

HadISST dataset (Rayner et al. 2003). Many recent

studies suggested that the AMO may contain forced

responses during recent decades (Gao et al. 2015;

Vecchi et al. 2017, and references therein). To isolate

the internally driven variability of AMO, we removed

global mean sea surface temperature from the original

AMO time series following Trenberth and Shea (2006).

The PDO index was obtained from the Joint Institute

for the Study of the Atmosphere and Ocean (JISAO;

Mantua et al. 1997). The monthly data were averaged

over each summer season (June–July–August–September

(JJAS)]. Although they show different phase tran-

sitions during the analysis period (1953–2012) with a

positive–negative–positive transition for AMO and a

negative–positive–negative transition for PDO, both

TABLE 1. List of CMIP5 models and experiments. Number of

ensemble members for each model is shown for ALL, GHG, and

NAT experiments and the total number of models is shown for

each experiment. Asterisks indicate seven skillful models selected

based on mean bias and Taylor skill scores. (See text for details.)

Model ALL GHG NAT

1 ACCESS1–0* 1 — —

2 ACCESS1–3 1 3 3

3 BCC-CSM-1–1-m 1 — —

4 BNU-ESM 1 — —

5 CanESM2* 3 5 5

6 CCSM4* 3 — —

7 CNRM-CM5 1 5 6

8 CSIRO-Mk3–6-0 9 10 10

9 EC-EARTH* 1 — —

10 GFDL-CM3 2 — —

11 GISS-E2-R* 1 — —

12 HadCM3 9 — —

13 HadGEM2-AO 1 — —

14 HadGEM2-ES 2 4 4

15 INMCM4 1 — —

16 IPSL-CM5A-LR 3 4 3

17 IPSL-CM5A-MR 1 — 3

18 MIROC4h 2 — —

19 MIROC5 3 — —

20 MIROC-ESM 1 — —

21 MPI-ESM-LR* 3 — —

22 MPI-ESM-MR* 3 — —

23 MRI-CGCM3 1 — –

24 NorESM1-M 1 — 1

Total Model (run) 24 (55) 6 (31) 8 (35)
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AMO and PDO exhibit a weak positive trend for the

60 years, potentially contributing to the observed trend

in summer season indices.

We employed a stepwise regression method to de-

termine the relative contributions of external forcing

and oceanic variability on regional summer season in-

dices following Paik et al. (2017). We calculated 5-yr

means over the analysis period to reduce interannual

variability noise. As the term suggests, the stepwise re-

gression method involves calculation of each linear re-

gression in a series of steps. First, the following equation

is calculated:

Y
OBS

5b
1
X

ALL
1 « , (1)

where YOBS is the observed area-averaged time series of

the summer season index, XALL is the multimodel mean

(ALL forcing runs) of the area-averaged time series of

the summer season index, b1 is the regression co-

efficient, and « is the residual. The residual represents

the observed changes without (anthropogenic plus nat-

ural) external forcing, which therefore indicates the in-

ternal variability. Another simple linear regression onto

the climate variability index (AMO or PDO index here)

is then taken to estimate its contribution to the residual

as follows:

«5b
2
X

index
1a , (2)

where the Xindex denotes either the observed AMO or

PDO index, b2 is the regression coefficient, and the re-

sidual of this equation is denoted by a.

To determine the proportion of the observed trend

attributable to ALL forcing (C1), linear trends of the

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustrating the definitions of the summer season indices (onset, withdrawal, and duration).

The horizontal line corresponds to the local temperature threshold (75th percentile). (b) The spatial distribution

of local temperature thresholds across the Northern Hemisphere. Zonal mean distribution is displayed on

the right.
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regressed term [D(b1XALL)] were divided by the linear

trend of the observed summer season indices (DYOBS):

C15
D(b

1
X

ALL
)

DY
OBS

. (3)

Similarly, the proportion of the trend attributable to the

climate variability index Xindex (C2) was calculated as

C25
D(b

2
X

index
)

DY
OBS

. (4)

For example, if the AMO index is selected as Xindex,

the trend attributable to AMO can be obtained. This

method is also applied to the PDO index. Note that

this quantification of contributions to the observed

trend was conducted only when the observed trend

(DYOBS) was statistically significant at the 5% level

(see below). This is because weak trends can induce

relatively large uncertainty in the denominator in

Eqs. (3) and (4), producing unreliable estimates of the

contribution.

Next, we assessed significance of the estimated con-

tributions of ALL forcing and AMO or PDO to the

observed trends using a method used by Paik et al.

(2017). The main idea here is to utilize each model run

(ALL forcing runs) as pseudo observations because

each model run, not multimodel mean, is comparable to

the observations as single realization. For each pseudo

observation, we estimated the contributions of ALL and

AMO/PDO in the same way as we did for the observa-

tions.More specifically, we repeated the procedure from

Eq. (1) to Eq. (4) using each ALL forcing run and esti-

mated trends attributable to ALL forcing (C1) and to

each type of the simulated multidecadal oceanic vari-

ability (C2). Here the only difference is that multimodel

mean for ALL runs is calculated excluding the selected

run and that the AMO or PDO index defined from the

selected run is used. After repeating this calculation

across all model runs, we then assessed the 5%–95%

uncertainty ranges of C1 and C2. This way of estimating

uncertainty ranges is basically identical to those em-

ployed in the formal detection and attribution methods

(e.g., Allen and Stott 2003). This analysis was conducted

for three summer season indices averaged over the

whole NH and its subregions.

3. Results

a. Observed changes

The climatological means of the summer season indices

exhibited distinct spatial patterns, as shown in Fig. 2.

On average, summer started on 15 June and ended on

13 September in the NH. Summer began and ended

earlier inland than in coastal areas, from early June to

early September and late June to late September, re-

spectively. Strong coastal–inland contrast was identi-

fied across the entire NH without notable latitudinal

contrast. Stine et al. (2009) suggested that the domi-

nant land–sea contrast in the mean annual cycle can be

due to large ocean thermal masses. Many studies have

also indicated that the great heat capacity of the ocean

is the mechanism that leads to the delay in seasonal

transitions over the ocean (Mann and Park 1996;

Dwyer et al. 2012).

Figure 3 shows trend patterns of the three summer

season indices from 1953 to 2012. Statistical significance of

trends is assessed using the Mann–Kendall trend test that

considers serial correlation (Hamed and Ramachandra

Rao 1998). In line with global warming, summer onset is

advanced and summer withdrawal is delayed, which con-

sequently extends the duration of summer (Fig. 3). On

average, summer begins 15 days earlier and ends 10 days

later, and summer has lengthened by about 25 days over 60

years. The duration of summer increased more at lower

latitudes compared with higher latitudes. Note the very

weak trends at high latitudes north of 758N, which are due

to too small a land area.

Unusually, summer duration was slightly shortened in

the eastern United States, which is not statistically signif-

icant. Annual mean temperature in this region shows a

cooling trend during the twentieth century, called the

‘‘warming hole’’ (Pan et al. 2004; Portmann et al. 2009)

and many researches were conducted to understand the

causes. A link has been suggested with the interdecadal

Pacific oscillation (IPO), which is closely related to the

PDO (Henley et al. 2015); the positive phase of IPO, as-

sociated with warm central equatorial Pacific Ocean, in-

duces low-level moisture convergence over the United

States in summer, contributing to the warming hole

(Meehl et al. 2012). In addition, the cooling effect of an-

thropogenic aerosols over the United States may be a

cause of the warming hole (Leibensperger et al. 2012).

Based on Qian and Zhang (2015), we used the fol-

lowing spatial domains (Fig. 4a): 1) NH: the entire

Northern Hemisphere land areas with the observation

data; 2) NH1 and NH2: Northern Hemisphere high

(508–858N) and midlatitudes (23.58–508N), respectively;

and 3) the NH1 and NH2 regions divided into six sub-

regions: northern Europe (508–858N, 108W–608E), the
Mediterranean (23.58–508N, 108W–608E), northern Asia

(508–858N, 608E–1708W), East Asia (23.58–508N, 608E–
1708W), Canada (508–858N, 1708–108W), and the United

States (23.58–508N, 1708–108W).

Figure 4b shows the regional trends of summer season

indices. TheMediterranean region exhibits the strongest
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lengthening trends, about 40 days (60 yr)21 (earliest

onset and latest withdrawal), whereas the United States

shows the weakest trends, about 12 days (60 yr)21.

Overall, the summer onset trend is stronger than the

summer withdrawal trend, which implies that summer

duration was extended more by the earlier start than by

the delayed ending. This result is similar to previous

findings that earlier onset of spring plays a dominant role

in the extension of GSL (Menzel and Fabian 1999;

Christidis et al. 2007; Song et al. 2010) and also in line

with the phase advance in the observed seasonal cycle

(Mann and Park 1996; Wallace and Osborn 2002; Stine

et al. 2009; Dwyer et al. 2012; Stine and Huybers 2012).

To determine the sensitivity of the summer season in-

dices to temperature change, we examined the relation-

ships between summer season indices and observed

monthly temperatures during the summer period (Fig. 5).

Overall warming trends during JJAS were significant,

except in the eastern United States where a weak nega-

tive trend was found as discussed above (Fig. 5a). This

pattern is similar to the patterns of summer season index

trends (Fig. 3) with spatial correlation coefficients (rs)

greater than 0.7. When examining trend patterns from

individual months (not shown), the trend patterns of

summer season indices were found to be strongly corre-

lated (rs $ 0.7) with that of August temperature.

The interannual variability and long-term change of

the summer season indices were highly correlated with

JJAS mean temperatures on grid scales (Fig. 5b).

Temporal correlations (rt) between summer duration

and JJAS mean temperatures were also very strong

across the NH land (area mean rt . 0.79), and these

relationships were the strongest in the lower latitudes

based on both the raw and detrended data. When

checking relationship with individual months, summer

onset and withdrawal have strong temporal relation-

ships with June and September temperatures, respec-

tively (area mean rt . 0.5). This suggests that the

interannual variability and long-term trends of sum-

mer onset and withdrawal are sensitive to temperatures

of the starting and ending months of summer. On the

other hand, summer duration change shows a stronger

connection with June temperature on average (rt . 0.5),

which seems to be because summer onset advance plays a

FIG. 2. The spatial patterns of the observed climatology (1953–2012 averages) for (a) summer onset and (b) summer

withdrawal in the Northern Hemisphere.
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major role in summer lengthening in the observations

(Fig. 4b).

b. Simulated changes in CMIP5 models

Before examining the impacts of external forcing on

the observed summer season indices, we evaluated

CMIP5 models (Fig. 6) using bias and the Taylor dia-

gram analysis (Taylor 2001). The ALL experiment of

CMIP5 overall reproduces the observed climatological

patterns of the summer onset and withdrawal well

(Fig. 6). In all models, greater thermal capacity of the

ocean caused delayed responses in coastal areas as in the

observed. Models, however, tended to have weaker

coastal–inland contrast than in the observations. Overall,

biases are small within 62 days, but slightly earlier sum-

mer onsets and withdrawals appeared along some coastal

areas and Greenland, whereas later starts and ends of

summer relative to observations were seen in inland

mountain regions (Fig. 6). Individual models can rea-

sonably capture the observed spatial patterns of the

summer onset and withdrawal as shown in the Taylor

diagrams (Fig. 6). The modeled standard deviations

(spatial variability relative to the whole NH area mean)

are very similar to the observations, and the spatial cor-

relations range from 0.4 to 0.7 across models for both

summer onset and withdrawal indices. In short, CMIP5

models are found to be able to reproduce the observed

climatology of summer season indices.

FIG. 3. Spatial distribution of the observed trends in (a) summer onset, (b) summer withdrawal, and (c) summer

duration over 1953–2012. The zonal mean trends of the summer season indices are displayed on the right. Dotted

grids indicate statistically significant trends at the 5% level based on the Mann–Kendall trend test with serial

correlations considered.
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To find anthropogenic and natural contribution to the

observed trend in summer season indices, multimodel

mean trend patterns of the summer onset and with-

drawal were obtained and compared with the observa-

tions (Fig. 7). Generally, ALL produced similar trend

patterns to the observations. Slightly weaker trends for

summer onset and stronger trends for summer with-

drawal were found, resulting in longer durations than

the observed change. In the case of GHG, trends pat-

terns of summer season indices are similar to ALL but

with stronger amplitude, indicating that anthropogenic

forcing due to the GHG increases played a critical role

in the summer expansion. In contrast, NAT shows much

weaker trends for all summer season indices, repre-

senting that natural forcing (solar and volcanic activi-

ties) alone cannot explain the observed trend of summer

season lengthening during the past 60 years. Even ALL

forcing, which showed the most similar spatial distribu-

tion to observations, could not accurately reproduce the

observed regional characteristics such as the stronger

trends in the Europe and the warming hole over the east-

ern United States. The observation–model differences in

regional trends may have been caused in part by the mul-

tidecadal variability; AMO was linked to summer length-

ening in Europe (Peña-Ortiz et al. 2015), and the IPO

likely contributed to the warming hole in the eastern

United States as discussed above.

A comparison of the regional trends in summer season

indices from ALL, GHG, and NAT experiments with

the observed is presented in Fig. 8. ALL forcing (green

bars) captured the observed trends of summer onset,

withdrawal, and duration well at regional scales, where

the multimodel 5%–95% range is positive and covers

the observed trend. ALL runs can reproduce the re-

gional differences in the observed rate of summer

expansion; for example, the larger increase in the

Mediterranean and northern Europe than elsewhere

and the larger increase in lower latitudes than in higher

latitudes. However, the ALL simulations tend to un-

derestimate the observed trend for summer onset over

north Asia, East Asia, and the Mediterranean and over-

estimate summer withdrawal over most of the regions

except the Mediterranean and East Asia. In this regard,

Christidis et al. (2007) reported that a CMIP3 model

FIG. 4. (a) Regional domains used in this study and abbreviations for the corresponding regions, and (b) regional

trends of summer onset (green bar), withdrawal (red bar), and duration (sum of green and red bars); asterisk

indicates a statistically insignificant trend.
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(HadCM3) tends to underestimate the earlier occur-

rence of the growing season and suggested that the

observation–model differences might be caused by the

influence of internal climate variability on the obser-

vations, whichwould not remain in themultimodelmeans

because of the cancellation of different phases of simu-

lated variabilities. GHG (red bars) exhibits stronger

trends than ALL over all regions, which indirectly rep-

resents the opposite cooling effect of anthropogenic

aerosols, which is expected to shorten the summer sea-

son length. NAT (blue bars) produces very weak trends

in all the summer season indices, compared to ALL

and GHG simulations, without explaining the observed

changes at all. This qualitative comparison between the

observed and simulated regional trends in summer

season indices suggest the dominant impact of anthro-

pogenic forcing due to greenhouse gas increases and the

negligible impact of natural forcing of solar and volcanic

activities on the long-term lengthening trends in summer

season indices.

To check robustness of the simulated trends, we ex-

amined the influence of model skills on trends in sum-

mer season length by repeating our analysis using

selected ALL models that can reproduce the observed

climatology. From ALL runs, we selected seven skillful

models based on bias (less than 2 days) and Taylor skill

scores (higher than 0.6, Fig. 6) for both summer onset

and summer withdrawal climatology (models marked

FIG. 5. (a) Spatial patterns of the observed trends in summer mean (JJAS) temperatures where dotted grids

indicate statistically significant trends, and (b) spatial distributions of the temporal correlation coefficients between

the raw and detrended JJAS temperatures and the summer duration indices over 1953–2012.Areamean correlation

values are given in the bottom-right corner.
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with an asterisk in Table 1). The regional trends of these

selected models do not show better agreement with

observations compared with full-model cases (not

shown), which implies that model performance for the

climatology of summer season length does not greatly

affect the long-term trends.

c. Forced and internal contributions

Using the method described in section 2c, attribut-

able trends were obtained for the NH and its sub-

regions (Fig. 9). The United States was omitted from

this analysis, where the observed trends in summer

season indices were not significant (see above). For

most of the summer season indices, ALL forcing con-

tribution [C1 as defined in Eq. (3)] reached around 1,

which indicates that most of the observed trends could

be explained by external (anthropogenic plus natural)

forcing at both continental and regional scales. The

proportions of the trends explained by ALL forcing

were slightly smaller over the high latitudes for sum-

mer onset but larger over Canada and the northern

Europe for summer withdrawal (Fig. 9). In all cases,

5%–95% confidence intervals estimated from individual

ALL runs (see section 2c) include the contribution of

ALL forcing to the observed trend. Relatively large in-

termodel uncertainties in C1 were found over northern

FIG. 6. CMIP5model skills for (a) summer onset (ONS) and (b) summerwithdrawal (WIT) climatology obtained

from ALL simulations. Spatial distribution of the multimodel mean (MME) climatology, multimodel mean bias

(ALL minus observations), and Taylor diagrams for individual CMIP5 models (black dots) and their MMEs (red

cross) in comparison with the observations or a perfect model (blue dot).
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Europe and north Asia, ranging from 0.6 to 1.5 (see be-

low for details).

Although the residual portions of the observed trend

were generally not large compared to the forced trends,

there might be some contributions of the natural long-

term variability to the residual trends in a regional scale.

Indeed, when checking correlation betweenAMO/PDO

and residual variations of summer season indices [i.e.,

the forced portion removed from the raw observation

based on Eq. (2)], there were significant correlations

over Canada, northern Europe, and the United States,

particularly for the summer withdrawal dates (Table 2).

Our attribution results show that in the case of the ob-

served trends in summeronset,weakAMOinfluence [C2 as

defined in Eq. (4)] existed at high latitudes including

northern Europe and north Asia, whereas weak PDO in-

fluence was found at the midlatitudes such as the Mediter-

ranean and East Asia (Fig. 9a). The contributions from

AMO and PDO typically have opposite signs from ALL

forcing, meaning that these two modes of decadal to mul-

tidecadal climate variabilities provided offsetting effects on

the ALL-induced trend of the summer onset advance. The

contribution uncertainties estimated from ALL runs in-

cluded the observed results with C1 ranging from about 0.6

to 1.5 for the ALL contribution and with C2 ranging from

around20.3 to10.3 for the PDO andAMOcontributions.

Mixed positive and negative signs of C2 estimated from

multiplemodel simulations suggest the internal origin of the

PDO and AMO influences on the summer onset.

For the observed summer withdrawal, ALL contribu-

tions were estimated to be near 1. Canada and northern

Europe showed the forced contribution larger than 1, which

seems to be associatedwith the overestimated trends by the

models (Fig. 8). PDOandAMO impacts were larger on the

summer withdrawal than the summer onset over Canada

(27% and 113%, respectively) and northern Europe

(28% and117%, respectively) where there were stronger

correlations of PDO and AMO with the summer with-

drawal as shown in Fig. 9 and Table 2. AMO contribution

had positive signs, representing the positive contributions to

the observed delaying trend in summer withdrawal, while

PDO exhibited opposite signs.

Finally, in the results for summer duration, ALL forcing

contribution is dominant with C1 values being very close to

1 over all domains. The contributions ofAMOand PDO to

the observed trend were similar in sign to those for summer

withdrawal, but withweaker amplitude. This is likely due to

some cancelation between the influences of the two modes

of climate variability (AMO and PDO) on summer onset

and withdrawal trends, consistent with opposite signs of

FIG. 7. Spatial distributions of the multimodel mean trends of (a) summer onset and (b) summer withdrawal for

ALL, GHG, and NAT experiments. The observed trends (OBS) are displayed again for comparison. Area mean

values are given in the bottom-right corner. Dotted grids indicate good intermodel agreement in the sign of trends

(more than 80%).
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correlation coefficients in Table 2. The relatively larger gap

between OBS and the attributable trends of ALL on

summerwithdrawal seems to be partly related to the onset–

withdrawal contrast in the contribution of the internal cli-

mate variability, which warrants further investigation.

d. Asymmetric trends

When the summer duration increases, a symmetric

amount of changes in summer onset advance and summer

withdrawal delay may be expected. However, based

on the overall trends of summer season indices in the

NH and its subregions, asymmetric lengthening oc-

curs with the earlier summer onset contributing more

to the summer duration extension than does the later

summer withdrawal (Fig. 4b). Asymmetry in the sea-

sonal cycle changes related to advance in the onset of

spring across the NH has been observed in many

studies (Schwartz et al. 2006; Christidis et al. 2007),

FIG. 8. Domain-averaged trends (days per 60 years) in (a) summer onset, (b) summer withdrawal, and (c) summer

duration from observations (black bars), and multimodel means of ALL (green), GHG (red), and NAT (blue bars)

experiments. Error bars represent the 5th–95th percentile ranges estimated from individual runs for each experiment.
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possibly linked to the snow feedback (Groisman et al.

1994; Cayan et al. 2001) and the influence of internal

climate variability (Christidis et al. 2007). Here, we

further check asymmetry observed in the summer

season lengthening by comparing observed and simu-

lated spatial patterns of the sum of the trends in sum-

mer onset and withdrawal (Fig. 10). Negative signs

indicate areas where the trends of change in summer

onset are greater than those of withdrawal, and positive

signs indicate the reverse. Observations show that

earlier summer onset is stronger than delayed with-

drawal over the NH lands, except in south Asia,

northeast Canada, and Greenland.

Unlike observations, multimodel means of ALL, GHG,

and NAT do not reveal significant asymmetry in summer

onset and withdrawal trends (Fig. 10). This is consistent

with previous studies finding discrepancy in the changes

in phases of seasonality although observations and mod-

els both indicated decreased amplitude (Mann and Park

1996). The phase delay in the model results in a warmer

climate with a scenario of increasing GHG forcing was

suggested to be driven by increased effective heat capacity,

primarily caused by sea ice loss at high latitudes (Manabe

et al. 1992; Mann and Park 1996; Dwyer et al. 2012). ALL

and GHG results in our study also exhibit the phase delay

at high altitudes as that in the future projections (Fig. 10).

FIG. 9. Attributable trend ratios to the observed total trends [defined as Eqs. (3) and (4)]

of ALL forcing (green bars), PDO (purple bars), and AMO (orange bars) for (a) summer

onset, (b) summer withdrawal, and (c) summer duration. Error bars indicate 5%–95%

ranges of the attributable trend ratios estimated from individual models (see text for

details).
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The disagreement between multimodel means of the his-

torical simulations and observations may be governed

by natural internal variabilities at midlatitudes, which can-

not be reflected in the multimodel ensemble mean (Stine

et al. 2009; Stine and Huybers 2012). For instance, Stine

and Huybers (2012) found that the observed variability

in the phase of the annual cycle of surface temperature

is most strongly influenced by springtime atmospheric

circulation, as represented by the northern annular

mode and the Pacific–North America mode. However,

they focused on the wintertime phase shift, which is not

directly applicable to the asymmetric changes in sum-

mer season length. This observation–model inconsis-

tency appears related to the models’ underestimation of

summer onset advance and overestimation of summer

withdrawal delay (Fig. 8), mechanisms for which remain

to be determined.

4. Summary and conclusions

The observed long-term changes in the timing and

length of the summer season in the NH and its subre-

gions during 1953–2012 were analyzed using temperature-

based indices. A revised algorithm based on GSL was

developed to identify the timing of the summer season

across regions. Based on local temperature thresholds,

we defined summer onset, withdrawal, and duration

based on the characteristics of each region. In gen-

eral, summer begins and ends earlier inland, whereas

coastal regions experience later onset and withdrawal,

which represents the land–ocean differences in heat

capacity.

For the period of 1953–2012, observations indicate

statistically significant lengthening of the summer sea-

son with the advance of summer onset and the delay of

summer withdrawal across all land regions of the NH.

Regional differences in the summer onset and with-

drawal trends were observed with strongest trends over

the Mediterranean and weakest trends in the United

States. Overall, the trends of summer onset have con-

tributed more to the observed increases in the length of

the summer season than the trends of summer with-

drawal. In addition, the stronger trends of summer

expansion appeared at lower latitudes, which is con-

sistent with the stronger relationship between summer

season indices and monthly temperatures over the

regions.

To identify the causes of the observed long-term changes,

we compared observed summer season trends with those

frommultimodelCMIP5 simulations under different forcing

conditions. The ALL and GHG simulations were found to

capture the observed trend patterns of global and regional

lengthening of the summer season, but NAT runs showed

negligible trends. These indicate that anthropogenic forcing

caused primarily by increased greenhouse gas emissions has

been the main factor driving the observed lengthening of

summer seasons in the NH and its subregions. However,

ALL runs tend to underestimate the observed trend of

summer onset and overestimate the withdrawal trend. In

other words, the models exhibited delayed responses in the

phase of seasonal cycle for the Northern Hemisphere land,

which was similar to the future phase delay under global

warming caused mainly by Arctic sea ice loss (e.g., Dwyer

et al. 2012). This is also in agreement with the simulated

delay in the summerpeakdatewhenmaximumtemperature

occurs during summer, which is opposite to the advance in

the observed peak date (not shown).

Using an approach based on a stepwise linear re-

gression, we have quantified the relative contribution of

external (ALL) forcing and internal multidecadal vari-

abilities such as the AMO and PDO to the observed

trends in summer season timing and length for the NH

and its subregions. Uncertainty ranges of the external and

internal contributions were estimated from individual

model runs. The results show that in all regions, the ALL

forcing explains most of the observed lengthening

trend of the summer season and that the 5%–95%

confidence intervals include the observed results, in-

dicating the robustness of the external contribution.

Since, by definition, the summer season length should be

closely related to the summer temperature (as shown in

Fig. 5), the dominant contributions ofALL forcing to the

TABLE 2. Correlation coefficients betweenAMOand PDO indices and residual time series of the summer season onset, withdrawal, and

duration for each region. Residual time series («) is obtained by removing the forced portion from the raw observations based on linear

regression against the ALL results as described in Eq. (2). The 5-yr means are used in this calculation and asterisk (double asterisks)

represents significant correlation at the 10% (5%) level based on a t test.

Canada Northern Europe Northern Asia NH1 United States Mediterranean East Asia NH2 NH

ONS AMO 20.008 0.241 0.256 0.244 20.041 0.031 20.190 20.134 0.019

PDO 20.197 0.154 20.137 20.107 0.158 0.405 0.455 0.633* 0.374

WIT AMO 0.697** 0.549* 0.227 0.559* 0.619** 0.123 0.035 0.380 0.514

PDO 20.698** 20.445 0.138 20.348 20.537* 20.006 0.008 20.245 20.317

DUR AMO 0.479 0.301 20.002 0.314 0.562* 0.048 0.153 0.309 0.398

PDO 20.341 20.455 0.197 20.230 20.550* 20.249 20.373 20.507 20.452
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summer season expansion identified in all regions

are physically reasonable. Indeed, this is well consis-

tent with Qian and Zhang (2015) who robustly de-

tected ALL forcing in the observed regional summer

temperatures.

PDO and AMO were also found to contribute a

moderate amount to the observed trends, about 610%,

depending on the regions and summer season indices.

The contribution of AMO was greater than PDO over

the high latitudes for the summer withdrawal, which

seems to be in part due to the stronger influence ofAMO

on summer temperature over the NH land. Actual

contribution of AMO/PDO to the observed trend in

summer season indices will be dependent on tempera-

ture responses of the regions to the AMO/PDO and also

changes in AMO/PDO phases or trends during the

analysis period. Further investigation is needed to ex-

plore physical mechanisms of the externally forced and

internally generated lengthening of the summer season

across regions. Also, causes of the observation–model

inconsistency need to be examined, particularly asym-

metric trends in the observations (i.e., stronger onset

advance than withdrawal delay), which are hardly re-

produced by the models.
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